
 

WA EV Network - Idle Fee 

What is an idle fee? 

An additional fee incurred by a driver when EV charging is complete and remains connected 
to a charging station. 

Why introduce an idle fee? 

Arriving at a charging station to discover fully charged cars occupying bays is frustrating and 
can prevent people from reaching their destination. 

Idle fees are being introduced on our WA EV Network DC fast chargers to: 

• Maximise the availability of chargers and ensure as many people as possible can 
charge and get on their way. 

• Discourage drivers from occupying chargers after charging has finished. 

• Reduce barriers for more people to transition to an electric vehicle. 

How much is the idle fee? 

The idle fee will be $1/min  

How will people be notified of the idle fee? 

The Chargefox app will notify drivers when their charge is nearly complete and again once 
fully charged. 
 
For every additional minute a car remains connected to the fast charger after it is fully 
charged and after the 10 min grace period, an idle fee of $1 per minute will be incurred. 

Grace period = 10 minutes 

No idle fee will be incurred if the vehicle is moved within 10 minutes of charging completely. 

To avoid incurring an idle fee, simply move your vehicle within 10 minutes of charging being 
completed.  



 
FAQs 

 

• When will the idle fee apply on the WA EV Network? 
The idle fee will apply from the 18th of July 2023 

• At which charging stations will the fees apply? 
At all WA EV Network DC chargers. Chargers where an idle fee is applicable will be 

clearly indicated through the Chargefox app and with prominent physical signage at each 

site. 

• Is an idle fee applied while the car is still charging? 
No, an idle fee is only applied once a charge session is complete, and the grace period 

has expired. At this point, the car is no longer fast charging, and the spot should be 

made available for the next driver. 

• Will an idle fee be applied even if no other driver is waiting to charge? 
Yes, once a vehicle is fully charged and the grace period has expired, a fee will be 

applied. This will occur regardless of whether there are other drivers waiting to charge.  

• How do I know when I have incurred an idle fee? 
The Chargefox mobile app will provide a notification when charging is near completion 

and again when fully charged. Additional notifications will alert you when idle fees are 

incurred. 

• Can I dispute this? 
If you wish to dispute the fee, you can contact Chargefox at support@chargefox.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 


